
Let us look at a few great reasons why a career in insurance is an excellent option for you..

✓ Join a stable industry
While some industries come and go, insurance will always be an important part of our society. As long as life involves risks, we will always need insurance.
The concept of insurance is as old as human society itself.

✓ Become high in demand
The insurance industry isn't just stable — it's growing.
As the workforce dominating this field leaves to retire, they leave countless openings in their wake. Insurance companies need to fill these openings, which
means you have great prospects for finding a job as a new employee entering the field.

✓ Enter to succeed without a degree first
You will receive on-the-job training, internal training facilitation or obtain starting knowledge from short courses available at the Insurance Institute of
Namibia, you do not need previous experience.

✓ A variety of career paths
One reason anyone should consider the insurance industry is because there are a variety of career paths within the industry to accommodate a variety of
skills. There are many and broad areas for specialization, some include: Health insurance, Life insurance, Re-Insurance, Investments, Personal and Business
asset insurance, and so on. There are also many positions that play an important role in every type of insurance company. Each driving a possible career
path, so you can find which one suits you best.

✓ Do something different every day
If you're the type of person who doesn't want a job that feels very repetitive, then you should consider working in insurance. Since insurance companies
reach into so many different industries, and clients you get to interact with and learn about these industries and developments that place new demands on
insurance companies and build valuable relationships with many clients.

✓ Help people
One of the best reasons to work in insurance is that you get to help people every day.
Insurance companies are for-profit businesses, but that doesn't change the fact that they help people every day. Whether you're helping people select the
best policies for them or working with them when they file a claim, you can play an important role in helping people prepare for and get through difficult
times.

✓ Continue learning and growing
As the world changes, insurance risks, technology, products, legal regulations and specific client needs change. You will need to stay abreast of these
changes and learn how to continue to help people.

New commers will be the future of insurance and as many are millennials, many will possess qualities that industry

recruiters are looking for, such as an affinity for teamwork, an entrepreneurial spirit and love for solving problems.

Now is an exciting time to work in insurance. If you don’t believe us, trust your peers: According to older studies, generally

over the world; professionals between the ages following just after school to persons in their mid-ages, more than 80

percent expressed that they plan to remain in the insurance industry for as long as possible.

Why an insurance career is great for everyone, no matter your age

The insurance industry is a great place to start — and grow — your career.

From underwriter to data scientist to claims adjuster, there are jobs for a variety of different skills, and these jobs need to

be filled ASAP.

Due to the retirement of highly experienced insurance specialists and industry development, the insurance industry will

need to hire new and younger persons.

W H O  S A I D  I N S U R A N C E  I S  B O R I N G ?

The insurance industry is an extraordinary place , so to conclude there are many reasons that should raise your interest, including

huge career potential, variety, stability, reward, exposure to various business operations and the opportunity to work for some

international businesses, or even smaller more personal businesses, whichever is your preference.

Your opportunity is out there and waiting for YOU !

Reasons why you should consider a career in the Insurance Industry

Whether you're just starting in the workforce or are ready to make a change, looking for the right
career can be a difficult task. If you're wondering what career is right for you, it can be
overwhelming to figure out where to start.

There are many career paths you could pursue, so you'll want to make sure you choose a job that
not only helps you make a living but is also meaningful and gives you plenty of opportunities to
grow your career.
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